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 CKAMD BEJIFAEF BI BHHCJEF 	GH
SMCBEBE HF BEJIFAEF EHC LKBCBHBKA V




FGHI IAGGF BEJIFAEF FHGEBFD F MCEF CJC E DBC LKEFBFD
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FGH 
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GIFI G	 HMCGDBE
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 BE GKHBG E
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EI BE F EKAH G	 IFCBIAEFI KEHGBE BEJIFAEF IMBNI
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GKEF 	GH  CH 	H
FBGE G	 JHBFBGE BE H
F BEJIFAEF GEFHHD FG UEBEI BE MHJBGKI CBFHFKH F DEAB
I EHF D
 FOGI
FGH AGC OBF CKAMD BEJIFAEF BE HIMGEI FG E HF MHGK
FBJBFD IG
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BVH 	HGA FOG EG
CIIB
C E
AHNI! GE OBFGKF QKIFAEF 
GIFI 	HB
FBGECII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F BEJIFAEF FG F MHGK
FBGE G	 F BEJIFAEF GG I F
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BEJIFAEF IMBNI BE F I
GE MHBG E FE AGEGFGEB
CCD 
CBEI FG IFD IFF CJC
E F CKAMD AGC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GEJS 
GIFI G	 QKIFBE 
MBFC MCEFI 	GCCGO E
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HF QKIFAEF HBII OBF JBFBGE G	  MCEFPI IFF 	HGA BFI IBH
JCK  AGC CBJHI FOG I
FGHC BIFHBKFBGEI G	 IFCBIAEFI GJH 
MBFC CJCI
'E F HF MHGK
FBJBFD IG
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 G	 BEJIFAEF BI BH HCFBJ FG F 	HB
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MBFC BACE
 FF 
GABE OBF F BE
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GIFI G	 
MBFC QKIFAEF F HIMGEI G	 HF BEJIF
AEF BI AKF HCFBJ FG F CKAMD AGC GEJS 
GIFI G	 QKIFBE 
MBFC IDAAFHB
CCD
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GKEFBE 	GH CKAMD BEJIFAEF BI HCJEF BE
SMCBEBE HF BEJIFAEF *GE
GEJS 
GIFI G	 
MBFC QKIFAEF CBABF BEFHI
FGHC
AGBCBFD G	 
MBFC E FKI V
F F HCFBJ MHB
 G	 BEJIFAEF E BE FKHE HF
+
BEJIFAEF DEAB
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GIFI G	 QKIFBE 
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F GE F HCFBJ MHB
 G	 BEJIFAEF
E F I
GE MHF G	 F MMH  ECDT F BAM
F G	 I
FGHC JHBFBGEI BE F EKA
H G	 IFCBIAEFI KEHGBE BEJIFAEF IMBNI GE HF BEJIFAEF I GKHBG E
#IDM   $ 'BC FD 	G
KI GE AIKH G	 IMBNI 	GH F EFBH AEK	
FKHBE  CGGN
F I
FGHC AIKHI FG  
GEIBIFEF OBF F CKAMD AGC ECDT BE F UHIF MHF G	
F MMH  
GEIFHK
F FOG IMHF AIKHI! GE 	GH F 
GEIKAMFBGE E GE 	GH F
BEJIFAEF I
FGH  KI EEKC BBF  BEKIFHD F 	HGA EEKC KHJD G	 EK	

FKHI 	HGA $& FG   BJB BEKIFHBI BE 
GEIKAMFBGE E BEJIFAEF I
FGH I




FGHC AIKHI G	 IMBNI 	GH
IF HF BEJIFAEF HF JE 
GEFHGCCBE
	GH MIF BEJIFAEF HF E MIF ICI  LKEFBFFBJ BAM
F G	 AIKHI G	 IMBNI GE




HI G	 GE IFEH JBFBGE BE F EKA
H G	 IFCBIAEFI KEHGBE IMBNI BE F 
GEIKAMFBGE I
FGH HIKCFI BE  
HI G	
HF BEJIFAEF HF LKC FG  .% 	 F BE
HI 
GAI 	HGA F BEJIFAEF I

FGH HF BEJIFAEF 
HII D %  BAM
F GE HF BEJIFAEF HF G	
JHBFBGE BE IMBNI BI FH	GH IKIFEFBC  AMBHB
C ECDIBI IKMMGHFI F AGCBE
IFHFD GMF BE F MMH
 HABEH G	 F MMH BI GHEBT I 	GCCGOI 
FBGE  HBWD HJBOI MHJBGKI
HIH
 HCF FG F IFF MEEF CKAMD BEJIFAEF AGC JCGM H 
FBGE +
E & MHIEF F AGC E F 
GB
 G	 F MHAFHI 
FBGE / MHIEFI F IFD
IFF HIKCFI E F 
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BI! MHBGI G	 BEJIFAEF 
FBJBFD H
	GCCGO D MHBGI G	 BE
FBJBFD CCHG E -EC 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FF F CBNCBGG G	  BI
HF QKIFAEF HBII BE F JBFBGE G	  MCEFPI IFF 	HGA BFI
IBH JCK D UE FF FBH AGC MH	GHA FFH FE F IFEH CBEH AGC G	
BEJIFAEF BE SMCBEBE FOGBBF , AEK	
FKHBE BEJIFAEF
GAI    BI F UHIF IFKD FF BE
GHMGHFI BE  EHC LKBCBHBKA 	HAOGHN
 EHCBT I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Capital Distribution - Consumption sector







Capital Distribution - Investment Sector
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Investment in the Consumption Sector







Investment in the Investment Sector
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